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About 421



Who we are 

421 is an independent, anti-disciplinary platform dedicated to supporting the development of emerging artists and creative 
practitioners in the UAE and across the region. A site for research, learning and experimentation, 421 provides a nurturing environment 
for emergent creative practices and those who want to harness the arts as an agent for social inquiry and transformation. 

At 421, capacity building is at the heart of what we do. We were created to bridge a gap in the current arts ecosystem, which 
previously catered mostly to established artists, and where support for them came from large institutions and commercial galleries. 
As such, our multifaceted programmatic model is designed to build the capabilities of young and emerging artists, allowing them to push 
the boundaries of their creative practices and therefore contribute in meaningful ways to the UAE’s growing creative community. 
We support them in expanding their creative and professional competencies. 

Additionally, 421 presents a year-round program of exhibitions, talks, workshops, special events and educational initiatives that offer 
accessible learning opportunities to the wider community and the general public. Many of the 421 programs are organized in 
collaboration with local, regional and international partners, engaging children, students, educators, and creative professionals in a 
participatory approach to artistic and creative practice. These programs are designed to develop artistic and creative skills, 
supporting the growth of the UAE’s creative ecosystem.



Institutional Objectives 

Be a community anchor and a beacon for creative production.

Foster a space of inclusive multimodal learning  to serve various community groups and their needs.

Produce exhibitions that explore nascent discourse across creative disciplines.

Cement 421 as the public’s accessible gateway to MiZa.

Widen public access into the arts and foster general learning through creative disciplines.

Build capacity for arts and culture operations in the local workforce. 

Support emerging creative practitioners in their growth as cultural leaders.

Bolster sustained long-term creative practices locally and regionally.

Push creative practitioners to engage at a deeper level with their community of creatives. 

Respond dynamically to the growth of the creative community.

Seek knowledge and generate new creative scholarship with Abu Dhabi and the UAE as its center.

Be a strong and reliable partner, and cultivate collaborative relationships.



Operational Overview



Operational Overview

2021

● Establishment of 421 as an LLC
● Grant Application
● Rollout of our Strategic Framework 

2022

● Setting up business functions [in coordination with POM]
○ Legal 70% completion 
○ Finance 80% completion
○ Procurement 90% completion 
○ HR 80% completion
○ HSE 50% completion

● Grant Application approved
● Finalizing plans for East Expansion 



Operational Overview
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Reporting methodology 
It’s important to recognize that as a platform with capacity building at the heart of its mission, the impact of our work can most tangibly be 
measured over the longer term. Our most immediate measure of impact can be extrapolated from qualitative and quantitative data around 
creative production resulting from our programs and community engagement. This report includes various data points that we have 
collected over the past two years which give a detailed overview of the outputs from our programming, and how our programs are received by 
young, emerging creatives and the wider public.

Our data collection comes from: 

- Regular focus groups 
- Feedback and evaluation forms 
- Annual evaluation reports 
- Partnership evaluation reports 
- Program registration numbers 
- Footfall and community attendance 
- Open-call reports
- Online and digital engagement 
- Press and media responses 
- Organic feedback



Community Mapping 
Following the latest advances of research in community engagement and impact of cultural institutions, at 421 we look into 
how we serve our audiences in detail and we often consider their segmentation beyond age groups. We study their 
needs closely and evaluate how we can provide them with the right kind of programming to continue to build 
capabilities. 

Major global and regional events over the last two years have influenced the way that we map our audiences and assess 
the communities we serve. Our mapping methodology has become a lot more sophisticated, refined and targeted, 
following industry standards and benchmarks for how we reach audiences. We want to create a platform that is 
inclusive, accessible, and that facilitates creative output and cultural exchange. 



Our community at a glance 
Exhibitions / Capacity Building Programs 

Early- to mid-career Emerging Creative Practitioners: visual artists, curators, designers, writers, musicians, performers, 
poets, cultural provocateurs, who have demonstrated a commitment to their creative field of choice and look for 
opportunities to learn and develop their practices further.

General Public Programs [our research on this group continues to evolve and become more refined] 

Families: multigenerational groups and social learning groups. They are described as “communities of learning” or 
“communities of practice”. They learn through social interaction and through transfer of information among its members. 

Adults (18+): adults who connect mainly within their age group, and are motivated to visit to obtain social or cultural 
experiences. 

Education Programs

Students: Primary School  (ages 6-11) / Secondary School (ages 12-17) 

Early-Career Creative Practitioners: University students interested in pursuing a creative career, and are/will be enrolled in 
creative courses at higher education level 

*It’s worth mentioning that all of our programs involve People of Determination. 



Multifaceted Planning Model 
Our planning processes ensure all stakeholders share the same vision, set measurable goals for each project, establish 
solid communication channels amongst team members and stakeholders, and serve as a foundation for project success.

When planning projects, whether they are brand new experimental programs, or iterations of a familiar program like our 
exhibitions, 421’s team goes through a rigorous research and conceptualization process that includes local and regional 
benchmarking and learnings, an exploration of our assumptions for event success, key performance indicators and 
their measures, a risk assessment and impact assessment. Once this concept proposal, prepared through the 
421 Project Charter, the team begins furnishing the extensive project planning and content sections, creating a 
collaborative and centralized archive of the project, its development process and its outcomes.

421 Project Charter: Project Charter Template

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Rc5dfMAatkiWpwi3VlsCADcMoWk89VCAU9I0qtHChag/edit?usp=sharing




2021-22 at a Glance



Capability Building  
At 421, capacity building is central to our mandate. It is at the heart of what we do as a space dedicated to emerging 
artists and creative practitioners. Our cornerstone capacity building programs are the Artistic Development Exhibition 
Program (ADEP), Curatorial Development Exhibition Program (CDEP), the Homebound Residency, and the Artistic 
Research Grant. In addition to these programs designed specifically for the creative and professional development of 
emerging artists, we build capabilities through: offering courses, workshops, and smaller development programs, holding 
exhibitions, developing interpretive exhibition tools, mentoring university and college students in the arts, running 
internship programs, training youth as docents, and working closely with creative partners to exchange knowledge and 
build internal capabilities. 

21 capability building programs 
13 major solo and group exhibitions 
36 practitioners supported through long-term programs
51 practitioners supported through short-term programs
14 educational interpretive tools
2088 students in universities and schools mentored 
14 interns trained and mentored 
7 professionally trained docents 
20 instructors completed POD training 
5 POD ambassadors 
16 creative partners 





content creation, or what we call knowledge production, is also a central part of our work that is the outcome 
of all our programs across the board. From our exhibitions, research programs, residencies, grants, and 
commissions to public talks, closed discussions and professional development programs, our strategy 
facilitates knowledge production, sharing, exchange, and dissemination. These very same programs also feed 
into capacity and community building, as their formats necessitate that artists and the wider public come 
together through the process of knowledge sharing, exchange, and dissemination. 

13 exhibitions
61 commissioned artworks
6 publications 
52 commissioned texts 
6 exhibition booklets 
17 syllabi  
162 educators and speakers
46 public talks held in space
48 closed discussion sessions
14 educational interpretive tools 
155 workshops and public programs
13 podcast episodes 

Content Creation 





Community Building 
Community building holds different meanings for us. On the one hand, community building can 
mean bringing the community together to exchange ideas, knowledge and forge connections. On 
the other hand, it also means facilitating the development of a creative community, or acting as 
catalysts for a community that shows signs of burgeoning but needs support to become a 
meaningful network of individuals working together and forming a system of support and 
collaboration. 

In terms of community building on both fronts, 2021-22 has been massive for us. Our community 
engagement numbers more than doubled in 2022 to over 22,000, and we continue to see 
active participation in our public and education programs. The artists we support have 
also grown and their contributions to the UAE’s dynamic creative landscape are impactful. 

220% increase in visits from pre-covid
206 exhibited artists and creatives 
4000 visitors to community markets
70 creative businesses guided through our markets
76 performers platformed in our public program
14  universities and schools part of our network 
16 networking events 
30 POD families engaged 
54 guided tours for schools and families 
1 appearance in a 🎶song 🎶

“...sometimes when it is easy to be in 
despair about the art scene, I think of 
what you guys do and how 421 is a 
model organization and so rooted in 
community and care for the medium 
and artists.

Love you guys and thank you again 
for everything you do!”

Mohamed Somji, Founder and Director of Gulf Photo 
Plus

https://open.spotify.com/track/2NHd1LfoYEPpnBX0GEsLEl?si=1e8fd089e1bf44bb
https://open.spotify.com/track/2NHd1LfoYEPpnBX0GEsLEl?si=1e8fd089e1bf44bb


Community stories  





Community Engagement 





Capacity regulation: 100%

Capacity drop: 50% + 48hr 
PCR

 Implementation of Al Hosn 
Green Pass (30 days)

OPENING

Capacity drop: 90% + 
Green Pass (14 days)

Capacity rise: 80%
National Sterilization 
Program Complete

AD Entry Checkpoint 
Removed

Green Pass + 96hr PCR 
required for events

OPENING

Green Pass + 48hr PCR 
required for events

Capacity drop: 60%
All events require Green 

Pass and PCR

2021: On-site Engagement 



OPENING

OPENING

2022: On-site Engagement 



Online Engagement 2021-22 
Our online engagement has been growing beyond just our social media communications to include thoughtful 
digital content that enriches, not repeats, our on-site offerings. Opens up our reach, to beyond the UAE and is 
also regional, positioning Abu Dhabi as a place for the production of knowledge and a congregating location. 
Residencies, research grants, talks programs, professional development sessions, online workshops, all POD 
sessions, writing commissions, curriculum/syllabi design and creation, university outreach, school engagement 
sessions/programming. 

15,065 have viewed our online talks and tutorials
654 watched online film screenings
40+ attendance POD sessions 
192 applicants to online residency programs 
710 attended online public programs 
4,414 podcast downloads 



Off-site Engagement 

Offsite engagement is the focus of many institutional partnerships, such as our past and upcoming 
collaborations with Alserkal Avenue, Expo 2020, Art Dubai, and others, allowing for a wider reach across 
the UAE and the region. 

Over the past two years, 421 has participated in festivals, talks, performances, workshops, commissioned 
exhibitions, programs, career fairs at Manarat, House of Wisdom, Alqouz Arts Festival, RAKFAF, Art 
Jameel, and others, drawing in hundreds of visitors and community members. 

Notable off-site programming: 

● On Foraging exhibition at Expo 2020 UAE Pavilion 
● Stepping Away symposium with Alserkal Avenue day 2 in their space 
● Speculative Links exhibition at Art Dubai
● Past Borrowed exhibition at Gulf Photo Plus and Ras Al Khaimah Fine Arts Festival





Evaluation Mechanisms 



421 Program Evaluation Survey 

After participants attend our programs, we ask them to 
complete a survey outlining their experiences and 
feedback that can assist us when planning future 
programs. 

The survey covers questions that help us figure out 
their overall satisfaction, comments to consider, 
learning outcomes, and the likelihood of coming back to 
participate in future programs. 

These insights guide our program design and 
development. 

- Audiences want more information on our 
website about our location, programs, and 
overall information about us. 

- Only 3% respondents indicated that they 
were slightly dissatisfied with limited 
hands-on experiences during workshops. We 
now ensure that all instructors consider 
incorporating different learning approaches in 
their teaching method. 

- 4% of respondents said that they visit us 
extremely often, 19% very often, 36% 
occasionally, 22% rarely, and 20% never 
repeat.

KEY LEARNINGS 



Overall Satisfaction with 421 Programs



Frequency of attending 421 programs 



Analysis on ease or difficulty of engagement



Annual Focus Group Report

Creative Community Focus Group | A front-end 
evaluation for future directions and programs with our 
key communities. The first focus group in 2020 - 2021 
conceived as small digital gatherings of no more than 5 
participants. After thorough analysis and evaluation 
through  dissecting  main themes of our findings we 
have concluded that there are multiple methods we can 
support our creative communities. Those findings have 
been translated and reflected to develop future 
programs to better support creative communities. 

Curator Focus Group  | Evaluation with an objective 
of the study to better understand the context of young 
curators in the UAE and the challenges they face. The 
study will also address the role played by leading 
curators and institutions in mentoring a new generation 
of curators and developing capacities in curatorial 
practice. Desk review of existing studies, reports and 
information on the study of curatorial practice in the 
UAE- to discern what previous knowledge and 
information exists on curating in the UAE.  Conduct 3 
focus groups sessions with 6  participants per group  
45 - 60 minutes each focus group, and In depth 
interviews with leading curators in the UAE 

The overall experience reported a satisfaction with the 
different touchpoints of their experience with 421, with 
all of the touchpoints’ satisfaction score exceeding 4.0 
out of 5.0.

The partner experience score is 89 which indicates that 
most respondents perceive 421 as a good partner to 
work with and are willing to recommend it to their 
peers.

The community are satisfied with the culture of 421 that 
promotes learning, development, and collaboration. 

The community  reported on their satisfaction with the
421 team especially in relation to their knowledge
and professionalism. 

PURPOSE KEY LEARNINGS 









Annual Report on POD Inclusivity 

SEDRA Foundation for Inclusivity generates an annual 
report through their mystery visitor experience to 
ensure access and inclusivity within the 421 space. The 
report conclude with recommendations on how to 
achieve our future yearly goals. 

Yearly we work on implementing a series of 
recommendations to ensure the below :

- How to improve arrival journey for POD
- How to improve POD journey in gallery 

space with consideration of various inclusivity 
and access approaches  

- How to ensure exhibition text is in alignment 
with POD specs

421 to improve arrival journey through additions of 
signage, with clear marking and indication of drop-off 
points and car parking. Discuss with urban planner 
possibility evening the parking lot and marking disabled 
parking spaces. 

Drop off point accessibility, currently the closest drop 
off point is the pedestrian cross - not ideal 
recommendation to have a designated drop-off points 
are located within 50m of the principal building 
entrance. 

External environment has minimal signage, and lacking 
eye level alignment. The glass door requires a visual 
contrast with width 1.8 m that is clear accessible 
entrance.  Recommendation with routes to be clearly 
signed and are designed to assist natural way finding 
or provide an alternative accessible entrance area. 

Entrance and reception area are not clearly marked 
with information, and lacks contrast. This is not 
accessible for people of short stature, children and 
wheelchair users. 

Interior layout should feature wayfinding signage such 
as functional areas, exhibition spaces, and so on, as 
this might create a stressor for visitors or a feeling of 
“being incapable of navigating the space”. 

The floor surface in some areas quite glaring this
effect leads to stress for visitors with visual and
other impairments as wayfinding is difficult. 

Glass walls without any visually contrasting elements 
present are also a risk. It is recommended highlighted 
areas or contrasting elements on protruding glass 
structures. 

KEY LEARNINGS 



2021
Exhibitions



Community Building Capability Building IP/Content Creation

This year allowed us to experiment with our 
pilot exhibition development programs, 
where cohorts of practitioners worked 
together towards the presentation of a final 
exhibition. For example, our Mina Zayed: 
Reflections on Past Futures exhibition came 
after an entire year of collaborative learning 
and exploration where 11 artists worked 
together to produce new bodies of work. 
This group continues to stay in touch today 
and have formed an informal collaborative 
network. 

As we piloted our exhibition development 
programs, we were able to springboard the 
careers of multiple artists and curators. The 
pilot gave us the opportunity to learn best 
practices when it comes to structuring 
programs. Our curatorial program has now 
developed to include more practical modules. 
Other programs, such as the artistic 
development program, also benefited from a 
similar process. These programs also gave 
many early-career artists the chance to 
install, present and showcase their work for 
the first time. 

159 exhibited artists
16 practitioners supported
2 docents attended 
19 training sessions

Each exhibition includes the commissioning 
of several new artworks, essays and other IP 
contributions. These materials are 
disseminated to the wider public through our 
free-of-charge booklets, downloadable 
content on our website and other video 
content such as our online-studio visits, 
creating an archive of information for future 
researchers.

7 exhibitions 
31 commissioned artworks
24 commissioned texts
29 public talks
3 closed discussion sessions
10 studio visits published
750 booklets handed out
2 publications printed
3 interpretive tools developed 
20  guided tours presented 

2021 Exhibitions Executive Summary





Mina Zayed: 
Reflections on Past Futures 

06.02 – 13.06 2021

The purpose of this program and resulting 
exhibition created an invaluable artistic and 
journalistic archive of the historical Mina Zayed 
area at a moment in flux. 

11 young UAE-based artists
11 new commissions
5 first time exhibiting artists
6 Emirati artists
1 published photobook
363 notes on the community engagement wall

Success Stories:

As her first time exhibiting in a public space, Fatema Al 
Fardan launched herself in the artistic community after 
this participation. Her artworks now sell regularly at 
Gulf Photo Plus’ shop, and The Spanish Embassy’s 
Cultural Attaché asked to be in touch with her directly to 
have her be part of their programming.

The youngest participant, Lara Rudar, who joined the 
program in her senior year of high school, based her 
project on an artistic exploration of the marine life 
around the port, to become an active climate change 
activist, appearing on CNN and Expo 2020 panels, 
publishing for Alserkal’s online platform, and becoming 
the Official UAE Ambassador of Nature.

The cohort maintains a tight community, with an active 
social group that updates each other on their growth 
and accomplishments.



Cultural commentary and feedback on the exhibition was featured in major news 
outlets and online blogs where youth and critics had conversations around the topic at 
hand.

Mina Zayed: 
A Case Study on Community Engagement “I really have to say again - this is 

a great gesture/response by [421] 
and I hope many others take a 
page from their book. I also hope 
people listening will realise that 
constructive criticism does not 
have to be a scary or antagonistic 
thing - instead, that it is necessary 
and will only help build stronger 
foundations for any individual or 
institution.”

Saira Ansari, following the podcast 
publication



The Gazelle
Letter To The Editor: Mina Exhibition
By Mohamed Somji and Faisal Al 
Hassan

Sekka Magazine 
Behind the photography of Fatema Al 
Fardan

February-June

Mina Zayed: Reflections of Future Past

Media Coverage: 

The National
Exhibition to Memorialise an Area in 
Flux
By Alexandra Chavez

Postscript Magazine
Process: A Mentee’s Experience in 
421 x Gulf Photo Plus Artistic 
Development Program
By Fatema Al Fardan

The Gazelle
Two Angry South Asian Women 
Making Sense Of The Mina Zayed 
Exhibition
By Nandini Kochar And Lubnah Ansari

Cultural commentary and feedback on the 
exhibition was featured in major news outlets and 
online blogs where youth and critics had 
conversations around the topic at hand 

https://www.thegazelle.org/issue/204/opinion/mina-exhibition-letter-to-editor
https://sekkamag.com/2021/05/24/we-dance-asynchronously-on-the-same-stage/
https://sekkamag.com/2021/05/24/we-dance-asynchronously-on-the-same-stage/
https://www.pressreader.com/uae/the-national-news/20210216/281870121142915
https://www.pressreader.com/uae/the-national-news/20210216/281870121142915
https://postscriptmagazine.org/content/mina-zayed-exhibition-mentorship
https://postscriptmagazine.org/content/mina-zayed-exhibition-mentorship
https://postscriptmagazine.org/content/mina-zayed-exhibition-mentorship
https://www.thegazelle.org/issue/202/columns/angry-south-asian-mina-exhibition
https://www.thegazelle.org/issue/202/columns/angry-south-asian-mina-exhibition
https://www.thegazelle.org/issue/202/columns/angry-south-asian-mina-exhibition


Participants in the program were part of 
extensive research recce, workshops, and 
crit sessions which finally culminated in an 
exhibition 



Crit sessions and workshops took place in 
space where participants shared feedback 



The program culminated in a major group 
exhibition 





100/100: Hundred Best 
Arabic Posters Exhibition

06.02–13.06 2021

Every two years 100 new Arabic Posters are 
created, awarded, and disseminated in various 
public spaces around the world.

This was the third iteration of the competition supported 
by 421. 

In 2021, 100 posters were displayed on the 421 front 
facade for 100 days, one poster a day.

Each poster is a winner in the biennial competition that 
looks at visual production from the MENA region. 

The posters showcase the rich variety of topical 
interests in the region, as well as the rich visual 
languages developed to address these topics.

“Thank you so much for a 
wonderful insight into the 
100/100 poster exhibition 
history and evolution.  Not only 
was it educational and 
informative it was undoubtedly 
immensely inspiring to the 
many students (and faculty) 
who joined us today from both 
the Abu Dhabi and Dubai 
campuses. This will definitely 
have been a great addition to 
our regular class teaching. This 
is something that is so very 
important for our students to 
see!”
 

 Marie-Claire Bakker - Zayed University 

The exhibition of the winning posters toured around the 
region and the world, including showcasing in Birzeit 
University, Palestine; Saudi Design Festival; The Cairo 
Design Show, The Library of Alexandria. 

Success Stories:

Strong educational exhibition outreach sessions took 
place  with Zayed University students and faculty  with 
over 69 attendees and assisted to teaching classes for 
Graphic Design Student for class of 2021 



As We Gaze Upon Her

09.10.2021 – 16.01.2022

Supporting two Abu Dhabi-based highly-motivated 
young curators and their community in developing 
their research interests into a substantial curatorial 
research and full group show. Showcasing the 
diversity of the female experience in the UAE and 
the region. The exhibition was the result of an 
extensive and rigorous development program in 
partnership with BICAR. 

2 emerging curators mentored through the 
CDEP 

27 regional and locally based artists in the 
exhibition, many of which had never 
exhibited before

12  projects  commissioned 
1 book published 

Success Stories:

The exhibition had a wide influence on the community– 
visitors often commented on how they never expected 
to see such works in a public space, and how freeing it 
felt to be able to encounter this topic. 

The exhibition served as a benchmark and a precedent 
for other community spaces in the country to launch 
their own exhibitions tackling the subject of 
womanhood. Most notable, Gulf Photo Plus’s exhibition 
Swallow This is a direct result of the conversations 
nurtured by As We Gaze Upon Her.

Many of the artists were new to exhibiting publicly, and 
some, like Amina Yahia, launched their career through 
this exhibition. Amina currently has multiple works on 
display at Gallery Feritti in Alserkal Avenue. 

The Exhibition had a strong attendance by universities 
across UAE from Abu Dhabi, Sharjah, & Dubai  with 
around 10 different classes attending the exhibition.

One of the curators, Sara BInt Safwan, is now 
mentoring our Homebound Residency program.  

“The programme offered a critical 
analysis of theories, experiences and 
philosophical underpinnings to a lot 
of the change in current climate in 
the UAE. It was essential to have 
such discussions take place and be 
surrounded by like-minded 
individuals who were open and 
receptive to these types of 
discussions. It allowed for 
opportunities to re-examine my own 
practice as well as open up avenues 
towards practice in general. I will be 
ruminating over discussions for days 
and do some inner work and reading 
myself so it really kept for grounding 
the necessity to examine and 
re-examine our position in the 
growing art scene.”

Sarah Alagroobi, Curator







Substructures Series [cont. From 
2020] FLOAT; Total Landscaping; 
So Different, So Appealing

06.02 – 12.03 2021

This series of exhibitions curated by Murtaza Vali 
spotlight 421 as a center for critical thought and 
artistic research, by experimenting with a 
well-regarded curator with an itinerant curatorial 
process. Platforming UAE-based artists alongside 
globally established ones.

3 exhibitions in 2021 following 1 in 2020
20 artists featured 
10 internationally highly-acclaimed artists
5 young UAE-based artists
1 zine publication by university student 

Success Stories:

Part of a series of experimental iterative curation 
process.

Float was lauded publicly for having the curatorial text 
in Arabic, English, and Tagalog as an example of 
how institutions can reach out to their audiences.

This series offered the opportunity for 421 to be part of 
NYUAD’s course The Curatorial Practice Course. 
The student attended multiple of outreach session  led 
by the curator and various artists. The students were 
assigned to respond to the curatorial text with a zine 
publication and a talk as part of 421’s Public Program.

“It is uncanny and it also isn’t 
that in the span of two days I’ve 
driven past two replicas of 
scenes from Total 
Landscaping, both times 
feeling a sense of rapidly rising 
excitement at the confluence of 
art and my lived experience.”

Sarah Daher, Writer and Curator



FLOAT: Stephanie Colimang 
30.01– 21.03.2021



Total Landscaping 
10.04– 13.06.2021



So Different, So Appealing 
16.10.21–13.01.22



2022
Exhibitions



2022 Exhibitions Summary

As Covid restrictions significantly eased up, 
we were able to host more people in our 
spaces, bring together more discussions, 
and support community building at a 
different scale than we were able to before. 
Two artists, who were each commissioned 
for the On Foraging exhibition on separate 
projects, came together to present a 
dynamic and interesting public program that 
was the result of their meeting; they forged 
a collaborative performance, research 
project, and workshop series.  

Moza Almatrooshi’s The School of 
Agriculture, commissioned for On Foraging, 
included a research dimension that brought 
together officials from the UAE’s 
environmental agency, agricultural entities, 
framers, foragers, and other local 
authorities. 

Our exhibition program in this year changed 
to be 60% the result of our developmental 
programs. Three major solos were 
produced after a year-long educational 
program for UAE-based artists.

Our interpretive tools were expanded to 
include audio guides and tactile experience 
which require closer collaboration with POD 
ambassadors. 

6 exhibitions held
30 new commissioned artworks
28 new commissioned texts
6 studio visits published
2250 booklets handed out
4 publications printed
11 educational interpretive tools
54 guided tours

The exhibitions commissioned a large 
number of artworks, and of textual essays 
and contributions, not to mention supported 
three UAE-based artists in producing 
completely new solo exhibitions.
Access to these material was broadened 
with our free-of-charge booklets and our 
online-studio visits, creating an archive of 
information for future researchers.

47 exhibited artists
17 public talks held in space
13 practitioners supported 
4 docents attended 
19 training sessions

Capability Building IP/Content Creation Community Building



27.02 – 08.05 2022

The purpose of this collaborative exhibition with 
Colomboscope, which is an arts festival based in 
Sri Lanka, was to position 421, Abu Dhabi  and the 
UAE as leaders in regional creative production, 
engaging with critical issues that matter to artistic 
thought-leaders through cultural exchange and 
dialogue. 

The exhibition comes as a result of a partnership 
started in 2020, when 421 commissioned 6 artists to 
participate and produce new works for the festival. After 
struggling through the pandemic, the festival finally took 
place in 2021 for one week in Colombo, and an Abu 
Dhabi excerpt was on display for the public to engage 
with these artworks for three months.

The exhibition strengthens our institutional partnerships 
and our regional creative community ties. 

The exhibition opening talk, highlighting artistic and 
cultural exchange between the UAE and South Asia 
was immediately fully booked and with a long waitlist.

First iteration of our exhibition audio guide, a tool 
developed in collaboration with SEDRA Foundation, 
was produced to create access for visually impaired 
audiences. The audio guide script are developed 
alongside with visually imapired participants to ensure 
the description of artworks are accessible to the 
specific audiences. 

George Jose, NYUAD Professor

Language is Migrant

“[Language is Migrant & Out of 
Range] were so extremely 
generative, and my students 
and I have had multiple 
conversations as a result of 
visiting 421 - thanks once again 
for your reception and 
hospitality.”



Language is Migrant opening talk was full booked and we 
had a long waiting list of attendees, and brought together 
thought-leaders, academics and curators in discussion 
about critical issues in artistic production 







On Foraging: Food Knowledge and 
Environmental Imaginaries in the 
UAE's Landscape

09.10 – 25.123 2022

To showcase creative disciplines as valuable 
methods of inquiry into a timely and critical topic: 
food security and the UAE’s environmental 
imaginaries.  

Following its first iteration in 2021 in Expo 2020’s UAE 
Pavilion,  the 421-commissioned exhibition was 
expanded with two new art commissions and brought 
to the wider audience of the UAE.

The exhibition is curated by three emerging 
architects/curators/researchers, and included 10 
commissioned artworks and 14 commissioned 
texts.

The texts appear in a publication with a foreword from 
HE Noura Al Kaabi, and is distributed worldwide by 
Kaph Books, a boutique regional publishing house 
focused on cultural publications from the Middle East. 

Success Stories: 

As a first-time curator in this exhibition, Faysal 
Tabbarah went on after this to be selected as The 
National Pavilion UAE curator in the The 18th Biennale 
Architettura - Venice.

For the second time 421 exhibition is part of the 
NYUAD pedagogy for the Curatorial Practice Course, 
and is one of the only arts institutions in that UAE that 
is part of a university-level fine arts course. The 
students attended several outreach sessions led by the 
curators and met with various artists who are part of the 
exhibition. The students responded to the exhibition 
with essays that were then published into a zine and 
designed a public program for children as part of the 
course requirements. 

This exhibition marked the introduction of the tactile 
experiences as part of 421’s strategy to promote 
inclusivity in  the arts. The project aims to give children 
with visual impairments the sensory tools to experience 
art exhibitions, which then develop their artistic literacy 
skills. The project was developed in collaboration with 
SEDRA Foundation, and in consultation with visually 
impaired participants, and former intern, Amna Al 
Memmari. 

[Paraphrased]: “The Exhibition 
and its accompanying 
Publication should serve as a 
reference for National Policy on 
Food Security, Sustainability, 
and Environmental Initiatives.”

Angela Migally, Executive Director, SHF.



First iteration of the On Foraging exhibition took place in 
the UAE Pavilion at Expo 2020   



On Foraging exhibition opened for a second time at 421 
featuring additional research, commissions and a tactile 
experience for POD 



Eponymous On Foraging publication printed in two editions 
and both were edited by the exhibition curators  



The exhibition resulted in a collaborative research project 
by commissioned artists Nahla Tabbaa and Moza 
Almatroosh who realized the potential for their work 
together through their participation in the exhibition 



Artists Nahla and Moza present their research findings in a 
performance lecture held in space. 



Art Dubai: Speculative Links

09.03 – 14.03 2022

This exhibition showcased the local artistic scene 
to an international art audience, highlighting Abu 
Dhabi as a hotspot for creative production and 
homegrown artistic practices with a particular 
focus on emerging artists. 

30,000 visitors walked through the fair 
Showcases 8 UAE-based artists with 
conceptually-driven practices in the context of an art 
fair.

Success Stories:

The exhibition was an unofficial re-debut of Sawsan Al 
Bahar, who has been working privately in her studio 
without exhibiting for years. Following this exhibition, 
she has displayed her work in multiple galleries around 
the UAE. Sawsan recently had a major solo exhibition 
at Firetti Contemporary in Dubai, featuring a few 
major installations produced after her participation in 
the exhibition. 

“Thank you for including me in 
the amazing show, it was truly 
an honor to work with you and 
be present in Art Dubai this 
year. I've received so much 
great feedback and reception 
about my work and about the 
show as a whole.”

Sawsan Al Bahar







27.02 – 08.05 2022

This exhibition was the result of the Artistic 
Development Exhibition Program, and supported 
the Emirati artist in realizing new work and pushing 
the boundaries of his practice. This brand new 
body of work explores Emirati identity and the 
work-life relationship that he  developed during 
Covid lockdown. 

All the works in the exhibition were produced during the 
9-month-long development program. 

The process of putting together this exhibition was 
focused on the artist and their professional 
development. The operations are paced in a way to 
privilege learning and mindful execution.

Part of the process is to familiarize the artist with 
educational, interpretative, and facilitative strategies 
that center an audience of a broad background.

Success Stories:

Ammar’s work, which was developed in this program, 
has gone on to be featured in many regional arts 
publications, including Canvas, Hdara and and Tribe 
photo magazine. 

Ammar Al Attar, Artist

Ammar Al Attar: Out of Range

“It has been an exciting journey 
into extending my practice, and 
the 421 Artistic Development 
Program has been a great 
opportunity for me. I look 
forward to seeing where my 
next path of discovery takes 
me.”





Jill Magi: Weft in Pencil

21.05 – 11.09 2022

This exhibition was also the result of the Artistic 
Development Exhibition Program, which supported 
the expansion of this UAE-based artist’s practice, 
where Abu Dhabi is explored as a context for the 
intersection of textile and poetry. 

Part of Artistic Developmental Exhibition program, in 
partnership with The Institute for Emerging Art

The title is a line from the poem “The Annotated ‘Here’’  
by Marjorie Welish

The exhibition explores the intersection between 
writing, drawing, weaving and also gets to the idea of 
joining the abstract/symbolic + the figurative/literal in 
one image/place

Success Stories: 

On her closing weekend, Jill have a performative tour 
of her exhibition which was fully attended with a waitlist.

“I felt both supported and 
challenged–this is not an easy 
mix to achieve! Faisal and 
Mays, your visible enthusiasm 
for the work I did went a long 
way especially during times 
when I had doubts. Nada, Eva, 
and Dana--your steady work on 
the project from various angles 
was conscientious and much 
appreciated, Dana especially, 
for your patience.” 

Jill Magi





Mohamad Khalid: 
Let me tell you something

09.10 – 25.123 2022

The third and final installment of exhibitions 
produced as a result of the 2022 cycle of the 
Artistic Development Exhibition Program, this 
exhibition supported the work of a UAE-based 
artist in breaking out of a creative rut, offering him 
the space and structure to develop a full solo 
exhibition that helped define his studio practice, 
where he searches for connection in the banal daily 
activities of living in the UAE. 

Result of first Artistic Development Exhibition Program 
iteration, in partnership with Emerging Art Institute

All new work developed throughout the program
Seven artwork groups

“Khalid’s subject in all of these is the search itself for 
connection”

Exhibition text written by Art Writer Melissa Gronlund

Success Stories:

Melissa Gronlund: “One can see in his work an 
attention to the built world and the environment around 
him – which he tries to remake to emphasise 
connection, writing anonymous letters, picturing the 
streets’ stray cats cradled in his palms, making 
performances made with the sun.”

Khalid went on to create a work for Abu Dhabi Art as 
part of the Beyond Emerging Artists program. 

Khalid was invited to give a talk at Alserkal Arts 
Foundation about his solo exhibition where he 
described the extensive work he created as part of the 
ADEP. 

Khalid’s exhibition received a lot of media attention and 
wide acclaim from the UAE and regional arts 
community. Notable features include Mutual Art, Art 
Forum, STIRworld, YUNG, among others. 

“I was particularly struck by the 
enjoyable conversation between Arts 
Practitioner Sarah Daher and 
[Mohamad] Khalid. The talk explored 
themes that aren’t for the faint of 
heart – the meaning of labour in 
artistic pursuit, the feeling of being 
an interloper in a world you don’t 
belong to – but it never felt 
academic or impenetrable. A 
testament to the center’s philosophy, 
as well as the generosity of Daher 
and Khalid’s approach to the art 
world.”

 Nasri Atallah, for Esquire Middle East, in 
reference to the exhibition’s opening talk





Mohamed Khalid in the press 



Mohamed Khalid  speaking about his 
first institutional solo exhibition ‘Let 
me tell you something’ at Alserkal Arts 
Foundation. 

During the talk, Khalid mentioned that  
421 made young, emerging artists feel 
seen, and that it is a space that fosters 
belonging, which greatly influences 
their ability to produce meaningful 
work. 



Capacity-Building Programs





Capacity Building Programs 2021-2022 Executive Summary

- Many applicants re-apply with new or developed projects, 
showcasing desire for growth; 

- Arabic-language submissions are plentiful but of lower 
quality;

- 421 is looking to support more Arabic-based projects by:

a. Offering professional development in 
Arabic content 

b. Creating accessible 
Professional-development courses in 
Arabic

c. Targeting Arabic-curriculum schools and 
universities in outreach

d. Reviewing our open-call texts in arabic 
more thoroughly with local and regional 
PR experts.

11 Open-Calls went out between 2021 and 2022
8 Capacity-Building Open-Call
7 Educational  Program open-calls
Over 900 applications were received
Over 190 applications were submitted in Arabic, and 
over 700 were in English
Applications were received from 40 different countries

Key Learnings



Submissions by project



Artistic Research Grant 2021
● Across two open-call cycles, the Artistic 

Research Grant received 188 applications. 
● For the first round, 5 grantees were selected.
● Moza Al Matrooshi, an Emirati artist, was invited 

to show her grant project in the next Sharjah Art 
Biennale. 

● Sahil Naik, an Indian artist, was invited to show 
his grant project in the Kochi Biennale.

● The final step for the grantees will include them 
working with Nadine Khalil on publishing their 
process in a small publication. 421 aims to build 
a repository of publications that document 
creative work as research and method for inquiry.

“Seeing this email made me cry 
from joy. I really honestly am so 
grateful for this level of 
thoughtfulness!”

Moza Almatrooshi, Grantee, commenting 
via email on grant procedures and 
publication planning



Through the lens of gender, masculinity and 
architecture ’Veedu’ examines the socioeconomic
effects of the two-way transnational movement of South 
Asian men between Kerala (India) and Gulf countries, 
and the remittance of high value Gulf currency. The 
hard earned savings sent back over years often 
translate into houses these men build back home in 
Kerala. Besides their modern ‘Gulf styled’ aesthetics 
these houses are symbols of masculinity, displays of 
wealth, and are status markers that decide how 
eventually these ‘Gulf Returned’ men will reintegrate 
successfully into their society upon return (as most Gulf 
countries do not offer permanent residency). A crucial 
underlying gender concern is the subservient 
(feminized) positions of these South Asian men in the 
Gulf, who are often employed under extractive and 
exploitative conditions. ‘Veedu’ examines how a 
masculinity is performed through the houses these 
migrants construct back home.

Highlights from in-process projects

Moza Al Matrooshi Sahil Naik

“How can the stratification of time and labour be
measured through agricultural, animal, human, and 
mechanised food practices? This
hypothesis has departed from the main thematics that I 
engage with as an artist and food practitioner myself.
The rise of importance in food security and climate 
consciousness is the container of the
research, with the core of it focusing on the current 
state of natural resources expenditure when
it comes to farming land & animals, and beautification 
projects. I will be conducting interviews
and collecting pictorial material from farmers, food 
workers & producers, and landscapers. The
information gathered from them and their work will 
serve as the primary source on which the
outcomes of the research will be shaped by.”

Moza’s research will crystallize in her 2023 Sharjah 
Biennial participation. 

For the 421 Artistic Research Grant and since March 
2021, Sahil has been stationed at the village of Curdi 
located in Southern Goa. Submerged in 1980s with the 
building of the Selaulim Dam – a modernist monument 
of sorts to celebrate the liberation of Goa from 
Portuguese colonial occupation and a symbol of futurity 
in line with Jawaharlal Nehru’s vision – thousands were 
displaced as waters rose and enveloped their homes, 
fields and forests. Each
year since, the village has resurfaced for a brief period 
in the summer as the water levels dropped due to 
harsh summers and the release of waters from the dam 
for irrigation purposes in lower lands* - an occurred 
believed to be a miracle by her
former inhabitants.

A diversity of materials have emerged from the phase 
one of the research and Sahil already sees them 
evolving in a complex, urgent body of work spanning 
sculptures, works on paper, video and books. 

Sahil’s Grant outcome will be on display at 
Kuchi-Muziris Biennale 2022.

Vikram Divecha



“…I am so happy with the result, 
I learned so much along the 
way. Having regular studio 
visits was an absolute privilege. 
I felt both supported and 
challenged–this is not an easy 
mix to achieve! The day that 
some interns from 421 came 
over and shared in the studio 
visit was also memorable–they 
were insightful and I 
appreciated their presence.” 

Artistic Development Exhibition 
Program 2021

Jill Magi, ADEP Participant

● The program is open to UAE-based artists. Over 
the two open-calls, we have received 72 
applications from the UAE.

● The cohort meets every month, to review an 
exhibition in the UAE, to speak with key cultural 
professionals, including Dyala Nusseibeh, the 
Director of Abu Dhabi Art; Pablo Del Val, 
International Director of Art Dubai; Omar Kholeif, 
Director of Collections and Senior Curator of the 
Sharjah Art Foundation, and Manuel Rabate, 
Director of Louvre Abu Dhabi. During these 
conversations, participants discuss their practice 
the guest’s role in the local arts ecosystem. 

● The cohort is also mentored on proposing a full 
solo show, from developing the new body of 
work, to writing the proposal text, the artwork 
checklist, and thinking about space and 
installation.

● Each artist opens their exhibition with an artist 
talk expanding on the turn their practice took 
during the program.

- The visits to exhibitions and the group 
reviews have been very successful, and the 
monthly meetings will focus more on them.

- In its next iteration, the program will facilitate 
an in-process artist talk event, inviting the 
wider community for an informal presentation 
of their process.

- The program will also collaborate with SEAF 
to schedule post-opening crits of the 
participants’ exhibition by their peers (current 
SEAF fellows).

Reflections





Homebound Residency Executive 
Summary

TARIFF Magazine (Zain Mahjoub and 
Batool Desouky), Resident

Open to regional practitioners, the residency highlights 
421 as a supporter for artistic research as a method for 
knowledge production. 6 residents were supported in 
each year, with their outcomes archived on 421’s 
website.

Success Stories:
● The launch of Tariff’s magazine
● Rand Abdul Jabbar’s project has gone through 

Shubbak Festival and Abu Dhabi Art
● Mona Ayyash’s project has gone on to be 

displayed in Jameel Art Center (Dubai) and Hayy 
Jameel (Jeddah)

● Mahshid Rafiei’s project grew to become a Solo 
Show in 421 in 2023

Key Learnings:

- The group enjoyed being together, and 
recommended more group meetings.

- Curatorial Guidance would have been very 
helpful, and so for the second iteration, we 
shifted the budget to include a residency curator. 
Reem Shadid held the group together very well, 
and was a very good connection for the 
residents to get to know and work with.

“This residency gave us the 
push and support for a step 
that was difficult for us to take 
on our own and will now allow 
us to use the functionality of 
the platform to further serve 
what we’re trying to do, 
continue growing issue two, 
preparing for future issues 
(already started process for 
next one), and growing the 
ledger.”

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1F7hezIVAji8yTOKQ7Ter82RAVG_y_2mU/preview


Curatorial Development Exhibitions 
Program Executive Summary 

Program Summary

● Addresses the need for home-grown curatorial 
talent, as Abu Dhabi grows its own collection of 
international museums;

● The program supports curators by enrolling them 
in a colloquium with peers, and  one-on-one 
mentorship;

● In 2021, we launched the open call under the 
theme Future Perfect: Catastrophe and the 
Contemporary; 

● In 2022, the open-call and colloquium Screening 
Screaming: [Human] Nature in Crisis tackles our 
relationship with nature

● Open call yielded incredible applications. The 
chosen curator, Abu Dhabi-based Mona Al Jadir, 
will put up her show And The Mirrors are Many in 
January 2023; 

● Another applicant, Phalguni Giuliani, will put up her 
proposed exhibition, Are We Human, in February 
2024; 

● The colloquium included visiting speakers, whose 
talks were streamed to the public. These talks 
performed the best in our talk program. 

- Our highest performing online talk series!
- The talks were backed by the Colloquium cohort and 

their commitment to the topic
- Learning point: How do we sustain interest beyond the 

initial advertising push? 
- In this program, our partner’s geography tips our 

audience demographic towards South Asia. 421 will 
increase efforts to reach out to other parts of the region.

- We have found that the first open-call participant (Mona 
Al Jadir) needed more practical support than our pilot 
participants (Banat Collective). Based on this, we have 
added a practicing curator to the one-on-one mentorship 
phase of the program.

- We have also found that requesting a publication, an 
exhibition, and a public program from a young curator 
with little practical experience was unrealistic, and so for 
the next edition, we will be choosing three curators: an 
exhibition curator, a publication curator, and a public 
program curator.

- Screening Screaming: [Human] Nature in Crisis
- The open-call and colloquium theme for this year 

tackles our relationship with nature, and our 
framing of the anthropocene in art so far. 

- The open-call yielded a number of incredibly 
strong applications.

- The three selected curators will go through a 
colloquium, along with three other applicants who 
were strong but not selected. The selectees will 
also get a chance to revise their proposal after the 
colloquium.

- The resulting exhibition, publication, and program, 
will open in Sept/Oct 2023, coinciding with the 
UAE hosting COP28.

Key Learnings from Future Perfect (2021) 2023/2024 CDEP: Screening Screaming



Future Perfect Colloquium: Public Talks 
Views, watch time (hours), and impressions



Intellectual Property: 
Commissions, Research, and Publications 



421 produced 6 publications between 2021 & 2022. Each publication became a platform to share research, 
narratives, and findings from key practitioners and researchers from our region. 

52 total contributions over two years 
615 total sold publication copies
750 total distributed publication copies
6 Exhibition-related publications 

Round 3 100/100: Best Arabic Posters
Mina Zayed: Reflections on Past Futures
As We Gaze Upon Her
On Foraging: Food Knowledge and Environmental Imaginaries in the UAE's Landscape (2021 edition) 
On Foraging: Food Knowledge and Environmental Imaginaries in the UAE's Landscape (2022 edition) 
Future Perfect: Catastrophe and The Contemporary

Publications 



Publications 



For this publication, 421 engaged with the Abu-Dhabi 
based Postscript Magazine, who managed and edited a 
supplement to the photobook, which unpacked and 
reflected on the mentorship program with its 
participants. 

The publication included contributions from artist and 
educator Mona Ayyash, and a transcript of a 
conversation between Mariam Al Dabbagh, Saira 
Ansari, and Kevin Jones, along with participating 
artists.

Accompanying the eponymous commissioned 
exhibition, this publication platforms emerging artists 
and contributors who are exploring critical issues tied to 
womanhood in the region. Contributors include among 
many others, Tara Aldughaither, independent curator 
and founder of the artistic research, documentation and 
production platform Sawtasura.

Mina Zayed: Reflections of Past Futures

As We Gaze Upon Her

Publications 

Future Perfect: Catastrophe and The 
Contemporary

Resulting from 421’s Curatorial Development Program 
and its colloquium, the publication expands on 
discussions started during the sessions. The book 
unpacks a perspective of the future on what the past 
(our present) will have been if we do not think, act, and 
create in the here and now of catastrophe. It includes 
contributions from researchers including Ala Younis, 
Artist and Research Scholar at NYUAD’s Al Mawrid and 
Frank Ruda, German philosopher and senior lecturer 
in philosophy at the University of Dundee. Other 
contributors include Isaac Sullivan, 
Veeranganakumari Solanki, Rico Francis, Rohit 
Goel, Mona Al Jadir & Mays Albaik

On Foraging: Food Knowledge and 
Environmental Imaginaries in the UAE's 
Landscape

The eponymous publication, which was first published 
with the presentation at Expo 2020 and is edited
by the curators, features research, interviews, personal 
reflections and narratives that expand on the
ideas presented and explored in the exhibition. The 
200-page book includes interviews with central figures 
in the UAE such as Her Excellency Mariam Bint 
Mohammed Saeed Hareb Almheiri, UAE Minister of 
State for Food and Water Security, and Mohammed 
Jouan Al Dhaheri, Chairman of the Board of The 
Farms, who shed light on the ways in which public and 
private entities can collaborate to tackle food security 
issues. Dr. Alamira Reem Bani Hashem interviews 
Dr. Merle Jensen, Professor Emeritus of Plant Life 
Sciences at the University of Arizona, who worked on 
experimental agriculture projects in Abu Dhabi in the 
1960s. Other contributors are Fatema Al Mulla; Dr. 
Majid Al Qasimi, Greg Ohannessian, and Alpha 
Kennedy; Auguste Nomeikaite, Ali Karimi and 
Hamed Bukhamseen; Todd Reisz; Dalal Musaed Al 
Sayer; Sundar Raman; Mays Albaik; and Deepak 
Unnikrishnan.

https://postscriptmagazine.org/


Nadine’s work, Maktoub, commissioned for 421’s 
Nomadic Traces, has been on display in Scripts and 
Calligraphy: A Timeless Journey Exhibition in Riyadh, 
and was part of Christie’s charity Live Auction 7896
Jewels And Watches

Nadine Kanso

Commissions 

Mona Ayyash

Mona Ayyash’s project, Folding Bellies, which was 
developed in our Homebound Residency, has gone on 
to be displayed in Jameel Art Center (Dubai) and Hayy 
Jameel (Jeddah)

Projects supported and commissioned by 421 continue to live beyond our spaces as they go onto be displayed at 
various local and international spaces. Here are a few examples of projects that have been on display over the past 
two years. 

Hashel Al Lamki

Fatema’s work, We Dance Asynchronously on the 
Same Stage commissioned by 421 for Mina Zayed: 
Reflections on Past Futures, is part of Gulf Photo Plus’s 
Editions.

Fatema Al Fardan

Rasha Dakkak

Rasha’s artwork, Typographic Souvenirs of Arabia, 
commissioned for 421’s Nomadic Traces, has been on 
display in Scripts and Calligraphy: A Timeless Journey 
Exhibition in Riyadh,

Khalid Mezaina

Khalid Mezaina’s work, If Speech is Silver, commissioned 
for 421’s Nomadic Traces, has been on display at 
ADMAF’s 2022 Portrait of a Nation II: Beyond Narratives 
curated by Maya El Khalil and co-curated by Roxane 
Zand.
It also went to Scripts and Calligraphy: A Timeless 
Journey Exhibition in Riyadh.

Hamza Al Omari

Hamza’s work, Makka, commissioned for 421’s 
Nomadic Traces, has been on display in Scripts and 
Calligraphy: A Timeless Journey Exhibition in Riyadh 
and was displayed at Dubai Design Week 2022. It was 
part of the UAE design exhibition at Dubai Design 
Week. 

Hashel’s commissioned work Versaille, has been on 
display at ADMAF’s 2022 Portrait of a Nation II: Beyond 
Narratives curated by Maya El Khalil and co-curated by 
Roxane Zand.

Vikram Divecha

Vikram Divecha’s video, Dohara, commissioned by  
421 for On Foraging, has been screened and 
discussed at the 2022 Cultural Summit. 



General Public Programs





General Public Programs

Our general public programs support the 
development of creative and visual literacy in the 
general UAE population, which in turn will foster 
homegrown creative production.

Over the past two years, trends and appetites ebbed 
and flowed with the larger context, from Health & 
Safety restrictions to National mourning periods. The 
complexity of our target audiences became increasingly 
clearer, and our research process for each season 
continues to develop based on a reflective model. Our 
audience segmentation methodology has become 
much more detailed and we continue to keep our ears 
and eyes open to achieve the larger objectives: to 
make everyone in Abu Dhabi and the UAE feel 
welcome in a cultural institution, feel proud of the 
local creative output, and feel relevant to the 
conversations taking place inside gallery walls. 

2021
6 online workshops
24 online talks
5 in-space workshops
7 online film screenings
3 in-space film screenings 
4 suhoor gatherings (Ramadan Program)
4 professional development seminars
1 National Day event
1 creative market
2 symposia

2022
10 Culture Buses
12 In-space & online talks
23 in-space workshops
2 in-space film screenings
1 Ramadan creative Market
4 creative markets
6 professional development programs
1 performance lecture
5 photowalks
1 symposium

“Thank you so much for the 
thoughtfulness with which this 
initiative came together. The 
public talks and closed group 
session created an opening 
that is much needed.”

Joanna Settle, NYUAD Professor, 
Stepping Away Symposium Participant



Examples of the Public Programming Team’s Research Methods

Reflections on previous events Audience Matrix Study Season Objectives & Methods



Joanna Barakat, Ramadan Workshop 
instructor

2021 General Public Programs

 “Programs like this one 
facilitate ways for creative 
people to come together and 
explore different ideas. I loved 
Mays and Nahla's feedback 
when it came to coming up 
with the idea and their 
participation hosting helped 
with the overall flow of the 
event.”

Values above 100% indicate a waiting list beyond program’s 
capacity.



2022 General Public Programs

“Big thanks to 421/[Market] 
team who made these 2 
greatest nights for us, it was an 
extraordinary weekend and the 
highlight of my 2022 so far. 
Thank you for the opportunity 
and the great time it was such 
an amazing experience in all 
aspects. It was my first time to 
visit 421 and will definitely 
come for upcoming events and 
workshops.”

Anonymous feedback from Market 
Vendor

Values above 
100% indicate 
a waiting list 
beyond 
program’s 
capacity.



2021 Reflections

With COVID numbers rising unexpectedly, we moved 
many of our programs back online. The public’s 
appetite for online workshops seems to have 
decreased from the past year, but more passive 
programs (films and talks) performed very well online.
Our first creative market performed well and hinted at 
the need for community-led programs. Towards the end 
of the year, issues with DCT’s licensing procedure 
caused us to cancel most of our in-space workshops, 
but we continued with our online programming.

“This was an amazing 
workshop to be introspective 
and to learn how to give space 
to others. I felt happy that I was 
able to give time/energy but 
also came out feeling very 
validated. Really taught me 
how to create more meaningful 
relationships! Loved my 
experience ”

Zahra Mansoor, Participant in “Let’s Find 
Each Other: A reflective networking 
workshop”

As COVID restrictions eased, the appetite is for 
in-person and on-site programming, specifically 
educational-objective programs (workshops, talks, 
seminars, etc) continue to perform very well, but there 
is definitely a strong desire for social programming. 
Programs conceived by artists, almost as though they 
were Happenings or creative commissions, garner 
significantly higher registration and organic media 
outreach within the creative community than others. 

2022 Reflections





Education Programs





Educational Programs Executive 
Summary

Our educational programs support the 
development of creative and visual literacy skills in 
the general UAE population, which in turn will 
foster homegrown creative production.

Over the past two years, we conducted extensive 
research and analysis around how to create and 
promote access, engagement, understanding, and 
learning for our audiences and community. Our 
collaborations with educational stakeholders and 
People of Determination specialists has allowed us to 
make informal learning more tangible for audiences 
with specific interests and needs. Close attention to the 
needs of children, students, and families, as well as 
POD and teens are regularly evaluated. We continue to 
conduct qualitative analysis to ensure their inclusivity 
and progress in 421 program offerings. 

2021:
3 Teen Studio Programs
3 Teen Talks 
2 Portfolio Critique Sessions
1 Teen-led Program 
17  POD Inclusivity Training  
8 Rize Enrichment Programs 
2 Internship & Mentorship Programs 
2 Student Internship Programs
3 Docent Programs
3 Career Fairs 

2022:
7  Teen Studio Programs
4 Portfolio Critique Sessions 
15  POD Inclusive Program Training  
3 Training Sessions for Visitor Coordinators 
2 Internship & Mentorship Programs 
2 Student Internship Programs 
5 Career Fairs 
15 Colorful Leaps Sessions 
3 Docent Programs 



2021
Education Programs





Rize Enrichment Program 2021

18.10.2021 – 28.11.2021

421 partnered with MAKE to deliver 8 week-long 
program after school activities for 6 to 12 year-olds. 
The goal of the program was to support the 
long-term development of creative skills as part of 
the ADEK Rize Enrichment Visual Arts Programs. 

The program allowed us to build a strong and trusted 
relationship with ADEK, our main educational 
stakeholder in Abu Dhabi, who help us reach student 
communities across the Emirate. 

The program allowed us to establish dialogue and form 
a bond with young audiences who are interested in the 
arts. The program also gives them the opportunity to 
think creatively and develop their natural artistic skills, 
as well as interpersonal and communication skills. 

SUCCESS STORIES: 

After the program, ADEK conducted a series of surveys 
that generated feedback from families whose children 
were part of the program. The surveys show that the 
program was perceived as offering strong support for 
the development of artistic skills at 85%. The program 
had a 100% attendance rate for the full duration of the 
8 weeks. 

Due to the success of the program, ADEK is now 
planning to extend the full art and design program to all 
charter schools across the Emirate and is planning to 
fund the program for an entire academic year. 



Teen Studios 2021

10.10.2021 – 16.12.2021

Teen Studios is an extra-curricular program that 
supports secondary school students interested in 
pursuing the arts at higher education level through 
several mentored studio sessions, portfolio critique 
sessions, talks and lectures, and a guided 
program-design course.  The program run in 
coordination with ADEK. 

The program was designed by NYUAD Students Aya 
Afaneh and Sree Jyoothish during their internship 
program at 421. They worked closely with the 421 
Education Department to design and develop the 
program. 

The program empowers teens, 13 to 17 years old,  by 
offering preparatory and educational sessions that are 
not currently part of the school curriculum. It feels a gap 
in the current education system, particularly when it 
comes to the arts. 

This program strengthened the relationship between 
421 and Abu Dhabi educational institutions.

SUCCESS STORIES: 

Two students who were part of the program have 
successfully been accepted to NYUAD and Khalifa 
University with a full scholarship grant. One student has 
been successfully enrolled at Zurich University of the 
Arts. 

After the program, ADEK conducted a survey to and 
found that the majority of participants expressed 
positive feedback particularly on the impact of the 
program in boosting confidence levels around 
presenting their portfolios and speaking about them. 

The program received 150+ applications and 30 
participants were shortlisted. 

KEY LEARNINGS: 

Studio workshops were the most popular and effective 
part of the program, which means that students need 
more studio-focused programming. The program was 
modified with this in mind for 2022. 

“Being part of the program and being 
given the opportunity to come up 
with a program for other students 
my age to develop their skills was 
truly inspiring. This program allowed 
me to contribute to my generation 
and expand their knowledge, which 
means a lot to me, especially since 
they will be soon transitioning into a 
new stage of their lives too.” 

Reina Makarem, Teen Studio Program  
Participant 



Internship and Mentorship Program 2021

10.10.2021 – 16.12.2021

Twice a year, 421 runs two internship programs: 
one tailored to undergraduate university students 
and another for graduate students and/or 
early-career creative professionals. The 
participants are selected through an open call and 
interview process. 

The program offers university students and entry-level 
professionals career development opportunities and 
prepares them for a future in the arts. Selected interns 
can choose to partake in one of five internship 
pathways: programming, education, exhibitions, 
operations, communications and/or administration.  

SUCCESS STORIES: 

Two of our previous interns have successfully designed 
programs that were implemented in 2022. Alia Al 
Hammed, a student at Sorbonne University, assisted in 
the design and implementation of the Spring 2022 
Program at 421. Virag Kiss, a student at NYUAD,  
designed an extensive 421 outreach strategy on how to 
better engage NYUAD students in our programming, 
and the plan was rolled out in 2022 with great success 
and a notable improvement in our program attendance 
by NYUAD students. 

Four previous interns have played important roles in 
the realization of two major projects at 421: our 
exhibition tactile experiences and Reading Room 
programming. Since their contributions, they have gone 
on to find career opportunities at important institutions 
such as  Zayed University, Zayed Museum, and the 
Smithsonian Centre for Research and Study.  

“The internship was a great learning 
opportunity and a genuine hands-on 
experience. I was given the tools, 
guidance and trust to be heavily 
involved in exhibition production and 
public programming. The team 
pushed me to develop my 
professional and technical skills, and 
helped me grow on a personal level 
through their patience, presence, and 
teaching.” 

Aya Afaneh, Internship & Mentorship 
Intern





POD Inclusivity Program 2021

01.01.2021 – 16.12.2021

Our POD Inclusivity Program aims to create a space 
that is community-centered and focuses on achieving a 
strategic impact for the community.

421 worked closely with SEDRA to ensure that our 
programs embody practices of inclusivity, in order to 
develop a wider offerings of programs with accessibility 
in mind, and altering any that reveal barriers that might 
prohibit POD from fully taking part. 

The program was inclusive of training sessions from 
421 internal team, and successfully offered 12 training 
sessions for workshop facilitators. 

SUCCESS STORIES: 

Within the first year there was a positive behavioral 
change within 421 core team, and a more critical 
awareness of the needs of various abilities within our 
communities.

SEDRA conducted an in-depth research to analyze 
cultural program offering across Abu Dhabi, and 421 
scored the highest in inclusivity where participants felt 
they were treated with dignity and respect, and 
integrated well in our programs. 

“For 2021 SEDRA did a recent review 
of all cultural programs being 
offered for POD, and 421 was scored 
the highest even above SEDRA 
programs. One of the best feedback 
that POD families have mentioned - 
that they were surprised that their 
children were not presented as 
"special participants", they felt 
integrated and normal. This is really 
our main objective: to make 
participants of determination feel 
more included and valued in cultural 
programs." 

Renate Baur-Richter, SEDRA Foundation 





Docents Program 2021

01.10.2021 – 31.12.2021

The docents program attracts graduate students and 
entry-level professionals who are interested in 
conducting exhibition tours and guiding visitors in 
museum or gallery settings. The program is designed 
to develop their communication skills and knowledge 
around art history. 

As part of our mandate to ensure access and 
inclusivity, docents are trained by specialists on how to 
conduct exhibition tours, how to relate to young 
audiences in museum environments, and how to 
engage with People of Determination. 

The program builds capabilities by providing hands-on 
mentorship, training, and learning opportunities that 
make them more employable within the cultural sector. 

SUCCESS STORIES: 

One of our previously trained docents now offers 
guided tours in art fairs like Abu Dhabi Art and is 
designing programs for audiences with hearing 
impairments. 

The 421 docents have received a positive responses 
from visitors and especially families who feel that the 
tours offer an engaging and fun way to collectively 
experience exhibitions.  

“Joining the 421 Docent Program is 
what I encourage alumni students to 
do! It’s a program that provides 
diverse training opportunities to 
develop communication and 
interpersonal skills. During the 
program, we were trained by industry 
professionals within the arts and 
culture sector.” 

Fatima Kurdi, Current 421 Docent 



Colorful Leaps Publication 2021

1.10.2021 – 2.12.2021

Colorful Leaps is a storybook series for children 6+ 
years that introduces them to inspirational artists and 
creatives from the UAE. 

The creatives in the series include artists, writers, 
curators, architects, singers and photographers, whose 
personal stories and careers are presented through 
colorful illustrations that spark imagination and 
encourage creativity. 

There are 13 creative practitioners in the series 
including Hashel Lamki; Rashid Al Nuaimi; Rami, Rokni 
and Hussam; Shaikha Al Ketbi; Abdullah Al Mulla; 
Maryam Dabbagh; Zahra Jawanji; Aljoud Lootah; 
Munira Al Sayegh; Farah Chamma; Ahmad and Rashid 
Bin Shabib; Mohamed Somji; and Engy Mehdi. 

The coloring books are illustrated by Alia Al Hammadi 
and Tracy Gray. 

SUCCESS STORIES: 

The coloring books captured educators interest 
including ADEK that are in discussion on how to 
incorporate the publication as part of Emirati Identity 
pedagogy in their school programs, and host the 
informal extra-curricular programs for the academic 
year 2022-2023. 

Early Childhood and Motherhood Authority and other 
government entities have selected the giveaways as 
part of the Golden Jubilee giveaway gifts for 2021.

KEY LEARNINGS: 

Build more awareness around the publications 
especially for parents to understand the educational 
value of the content. 





2022
Education Programs





Colorful Leaps Programs 2022

01.01.2022 – 31.12.2022

PURPOSE:

Creating Educational Programs to promote the series 
that are led by educators and some session feature 
creative practitioners. Aims of program to build 
relationships and promote educational activities with 
specific intent to bridge between various disciplines and 
young audiences. 

The program was held in 421 and other cultural 
institutions such as  House of Wisdom,  Alserkal Quoz 
Fest, Cultural Foundation, Umm Al Emarat, and Abu 
Dhabi Book Fair. 

The program was als held in Educational Institutions as 
part of Abu Dhabi Reads, and Schools Book Fairs, 
reaching up to a total of 365 young audiences across 
Abu Dhabi, Dubai and Sharjah.  

SUCCESS STORIES: 

For Abu Dhabi Reads, ADEK are in discussion on how 
to launch the school program with colorful leaps series 
in charter school for academic year 2023. 

The director of House of Wisdom provided an 
opportunity to roll out the program to feature the stories 
at House of Wisdom, and provide a retail opportunity to 
sell in their stores. The director sees the value in the 
series and important of introduction to young readers, 
and happy to include part of “Little Readers Program” 

KEY LEARNINGS: 

421 Colorful Leaps has repeat participants of the 
program on monthly basis as parent and young 
audiences are eager to complete series and 
opportunity to meet creative practitioners. 



Internship and Mentorship Program 2022

01.06.2022 – 31.12.2022

SUCCESS STORIES: 

Two interns from University Internship Program have 
successfully contributed to different projects for 421 
during their internship.  Azoub Albosaily - Sorbonne 
University  her work at 421 was part of her defence 
dissertation that was held in July 2022 in France, and 
Dana Al Mazrouei part of the panel to evaluate the 
dissertation alongside Director of the program, 
Professore at Louvre Paris, and internship Director. 

Roudha Al Mazrouei - NYUAD continued her 
engagement with 421 Educational Program and is 
working part of 421 Docent Programs, and has been 
attending all POD inclusive training sessions. 

The Open Call Internship & Mentorship Program 
received a total of 111 applicants, and 6 were 
shortlisted for 2022 internships. 

“Thank you for having me as part of your 
internship and mentorship program, where I 
was fortunate to meet 421 team and spend 
time working with professionals like you. I 
believe, spending 4 months in your 
institution, have ignited my interest in the 
field of Culture & Art more and more. The 
mentorship has equipped me with a better 
understanding of the skills that will help me 
to take on new responsibilities in the field.”

Ferial Elchami - Internship & Mentorship 
Intern



Teen Studios 2022

10.10.2022 – 31.12.2022

PURPOSE:

The program for 2022 after the first year of launch of 
program after better understanding and gaining a 
closer engagement with the targeted audiences. 

In order to achieve the objective of having a more  
hands on and minds on studio format, the program has 
been modified to achieve that by avoiding talks and 
instead  practical approach  to ensure a higher level of 
engagement. 

The program serves to attract and build new 
underserved student community to 421, to achieve this 
program has tailor more outreach sessions in schools 
and through ADEK both in space and online sessions. 

SUCCESS STORIES: 

The program received over 100 applicants registered 
collectively for the program, and 30 participants were 
shortlisted for 2022 without support of ADEK and 
dependant  on 421 outreach sessions. 

One of the applicants is diagnosed with Joubert 
Syndrome and Autism, and for first time explored 
different medium than digital art. His mother has 
expressed her appreciation of the program and his 
motivation to explore and experiment with different 
mediums he was never exposed to prior the program. 

KEY LEARNINGS: 

Many applicants re-apply  from 2021 even from the 
ones that have not been shortlisted previously, this 
showcases  that there is a desire to grow based on 
feedback from our open-calls.



POD Inclusive Program  2022
01.01.2022 – 31.12.2022

The program for 2022 was inclusive of training 
sessions  from 421 internal team, and successfully 
offered 12  training sessions for workshop facilitators.

The tailor workshops for 2022 aims to offer an inclusive 
and accessible organization, and aims for a sustainable 
organizational change with a critical awareness of all.

The workshops consists of : Visitors from marginalized 
and vulnerable groups, how to avoid Bias, stereotypes 
and micro-aggressions, and an exploration of the 
exhibition space through Interacting with visitors with 
various impairments and how identifying easy access 
and risks

For management looking closely at the 
multidimensional and interrelated process in 
socio-economic divers context of Abu Dhabi visitors 
and representation at 421. This covers programing 
interpretation, design, and identifying how to be 
inclusive and the impact it has on wider community. 

 

SUCCESS STORIES: 

Hands on Immersive experience with SEDRA and POD 
families during Indoor Farming, has allowed 
ambassadors from POD to lead on sessions and 
conversations were in reverse to capture a stronger 
dialogue with 421 interns and POD. 

SEDRA believes 421 is at MOU stage due to the level 
of commitment the team has seen from management to 
develop a stronger engagement with POD families for 
2023 onwards. 

Repeat participation of POD participants during 2022 in 
Public Programs due to the positive impacts of 
inclusivity and feeling “normal” setting. 

“We don't go a lot to museums here 
in the UAE. There is a gap in the 
offerings for the age group of young 
adults with disabilities. Hands-on 
activities are a great way to 
stimulate learning and discussions." 

“My daughter didn't have a lot of 
contact over the last two years due 
to Covid.  It was her first time with 
SEDRA and the first time being at an 
art museum. I didn't expect that she 
would be interested in the exhibition. 
But she liked the space, and we will 
return with the entire family."

POD Family Member- SEDRA 



Career Fairs 2022

01.01.2022 – 31.10.2022

As part of our work to bring young professionals into 
the UAE arts and culture workforce, we present a 
number of programs at local career fairs, allowing us to 
connect with students, staff, alumni and faculty. 

Through conversations, talks, workshops, and other 
educational activities, we encourage students to 
explore alternative career paths they might not have 
previously been exposed to, giving them valuable 
insights to assist them in making informed decisions 
about the future. 

SUCCESS STORIES: 

During the Creative Career Days 2022 at Art Jameel, 
the 421 team successfully conducted three workshops 
and portfolio critique sessions. The workshops we 
attended at 100% capacity. 

KEY LEARNINGS 

Present an immersive experience or fun programming 
inside the 421 booth at the fair in order to create 
meaningful dialogue and deeper engagement, allowing 
for memorable conversation and learning. 

We aim to be present in at least three university career 
fairs annually, and to host networking events or 
sessions at 421 to develop a stronger networks with 
student populations at local universities. 





Strategic Partnerships





Strategic Partnerships

Partnerships in our dna, support a stronger ecosystem 
Partnership are part of 421’s DNA; to solidify the UAE 
as a center for creative and knowledge production, a 
symbiotic ecology of cultural partners must exist in 
collaboration. 

And so, we continue to look to our peer-institutions for 
collaborations and partnerships that result in programs 
with impact and reach beyond what either of the 
partners can do on their own. We look to further our 
peers’ expertise as well as support its transfer to a 
newer generation of emerging practitioners, and we 
believe in partnerships that are beyond a one-off, but 
rather collaborations that grow from small ventures to 
larger and more ambitious offerings as trust grows and 
an understanding of strengths and weaknesses is 
revealed.

Early in 421’s life, we offered Gulf Photo Plus our 
space to conduct workshops without any involvement 
from 421. Soon after, we began programming 
alongside them, developing workshops and photowalks 
collaboratively. The relationship continued to grow, and 
we partnered on Architecture of Loneliness, an 
exhibition and accompanying publication that continues 
to be a landmark in 421’s dossier. Since March of 2019, 
GPP and 421 partnered together again to bring not only 
an exhibition, but one with a mentorship and a 
pedagogical structure built into its operations, targeting 
local image-makers’ development as professional 
practitioners.

A Case Study in Growing Partnerships



Local Partners



Regional and International Partners



Communications and PR 



Communications, Marketing and PR at 421 
Over the past two years, 421’s communication, marketing and PR has become more and more strategic, 
reflecting the key messages and talking points that best represent the 421 mission and vision, and 
expanding to a more regionally-based audience. By the end of 2021, we had a geographical focus of 
over 13 countries across the region. This push for region-wide communication allowed us to reach target 
audiences beyond the UAE, encouraging regional practitioners to take part in our programming. 

In 2020, the team at 421 hired a new PR agency to begin expanding the perception of the 421 brand, 
vision and mission within the community. Since then, there has been a more consistent effort to 
communicate with the UAE and regional press via monthly press kits and announcements. We have a 
much stronger regional output than ever before and more press coverage than ever before. As of 
December 2022, we have had a 17% increase in total media coverage. 

On the digital front, the team has worked to make our website as accessible as possible and has 
established a more systematic approach to compiling our community database, ensuring that we are able 
to reach out to our community directly when needed. Our social media presence has become more 
extensive and far reaching, and our digital community has grown significantly. Our total digital community 
size is now at over 72,000 users. 

Towards the last quarter of 2022, we went through a major rebrand that was accompanied by a campaign 
that has reintroduced our work to audiences and is paving the way for a shift in brand perception. 



Communications Executive Summary 

2021
15 press kits and media alerts
50 major press features 
463 total media coverage 
13 countries geographical reach
16 newsletters (27% open rate) 
750K highest social media reach 
5,000 views on IG/FB for #421 

2022
1 press trip (12 regional journalists) 
10% increase in major press features (55 articles) 
17% increase in total media coverage (541 clippings)  
31% more newsletters sent to our community (97,513 
emails received) 
9% increase in our newsletter open rate 
33% increase in our database subscriptions (12K 
subscribers) 
60,000 followers across social media platforms 
265k highest social media reach 
49.8k views on Tiktok for #421 
15 sponsored ad campaigns 
1 new social media platform 
1 major rebrand campaign 





Press and media coverage



Press coverage in 2021 
In 2021, 421 sent out twelve press kits throughout the year to 
major English and Arabic media outlets in the UAE. Generally, 
the percentage of English to Arabic coverage is equal and can 
have minor disparities depending on the content shared. Major 
press coverage in 2021 includes publications such as: 

Dubai Eye, Emarat Al Youm, The National, Abu Dhabi TV, Mille 
World, The National, Shawati Magazine, Al Fanar, Gulf Today, 
Khaleejesque, Canvas Magazine, Tag 91.1 Radio, Global Art 
Daily, Women’s Media Center, Yalla Abu Dhabi, and Dubai Eye. 



Key Arabic press coverage 2021



Notable digital coverage in Arabic



Notable digital coverage in English



Key English press coverage 2021



Notable digital coverage in English



Notable digital coverage in English



April 2021 
Coverage in Shawati’ (UAE | print | magazine)  
Circulation: 10,000 
Size: 10 page spread 
AVE: $35,123 USD 



September 2021 
Coverage in Canvas (UAE | print | magazine)  
Circulation: 20,000 
Size: 4 page spread 
AVE: $26,400 USD 



Press coverage in 2022 

In 2022, 421 sent out eight press kits throughout the year to major English and 
Arabic media outlets in the UAE. Generally, the percentage of English to Arabic 
coverage is equal and can have minor disparities depending on the content 
shared. We had over 170 pieces of press coverage in total by outlets in both 
languages. Outlets in 2022 included: 

Arab News, Shawati magazine, Mashable, Annahar, Dubai Eye 103.8, Dubai TV, 
Alroeya Newspaper, Canvas magazine, The National, GQ Middle East, Al Ittihad 
Newspaper, Esquire Middle East, Abu Dhabi TV, Forbes Middle East, Annahar. Al 
Ahram Al Arabi, Al Ghad Newspaper, Forbes Middle East, Magpie, Time Out, 
Harpers Bazaar, and Art Forum. 



Key Arabic press coverage 2022



February 2022 
Coverage on Dubai TV (UAE | broadcast) 
Circulation: 100,000
Duration: 5m25s 
AVE: $23,562 USD 



March 2022 
Coverage in Alroeya (UAE | print | newspaper)  
Circulation: 100,000
Size: 1 page 
AVE: $6,387 USD 

May 2022 
Coverage in Al Ittihad (UAE | print | newspaper)  
Circulation: 109,000
Size: 1 page 
AVE: $4,000 USD 



Other notable digital coverage 



Key English press coverage 2022



March 2022 
Coverage in Canvas (UAE | print | magazine)  
Circulation: 20,000 
Size: 4 page spread including cover 
AVE: $26,323 USD 



April 2022 
Coverage in The National (UAE | print | 
newspaper)  
Circulation: 65,000 
Size: 1 page
AVE: $12,168 USD 



Notable digital coverage in English



Notable digital coverage in English



Press trip October 2022 



Press trip 2022 included exhibition tours 



Press trip in October 2022 
In 2022, we ran our first 421 dedicated press trip that brought MENASA based 
journalists and art writers to our space for a tour of the exhibitions, a dedicated press 
dinner and a tour of Abu Dhabi over three days. The trip included 12 major media 
outlets from the region such as: 

Al Masry Al Youm Newspaper (Egypt)
Al Ahram Alarabi Magazine/Al Ahram Newspaper (Egypt)
 Assabah Newspaper (Morocco)
Annahar Newspaper (Lebanon)
The News PK and Friday Times (Pakistan)
Jordan Times Newspaper (Jordan)
Al Ghad newspaper (Jordan)
Al Riyadh Daily Newspaper (KSA)
Al Madina Newspaper (KSA)
Khaleejesque (Kuwait)
Art Asia Pacific (Hong Kong)
Suprabhaatham Daily (India)



Press interviews with the 421 team 



Digital coverage in both languages 



Press trip 2022 Notable coverage 



Coverage in Al Riyadh, Al Ghad and Al Ahram Alarabi
Countries: Saudi, Jordan, Egypt  
Circulation: 317,919
Cumulative AVE: $18,033 USD 



Digital Marketing



Website 

Our website is the most public facing interactive tool that allows us 
to communicate with and engage audiences with our programs. 
Through our website, audiences can register to attend exhibitions, 
book tours, apply to learning opportunities and funding grants, and 
find more information. 

In 2021, we had 51,693 unique visitors to our website. We 
had 72,174 unique visitors to our website in 2022, translating 
to a 40% increase in visit rate. 



Newsletters 

2021 
16 newsletters sent 
Average 27% open rate 
9,000 database subscribers 
55,880 emails received 
Sent approx. 1.5x a month

2022 
21 newsletters 
Average 36% open rate 
12,000 database subscribers 
97,513 emails received 
Sent approx. 2x a month



Audiences subscribing to our newsletter 



Social Media 



Instagram 

2021 
Highest reach: 750,000 

2022
34.9k followers
Highest reach: 265,000  

September to December 2022 
Overall reach: 148,441 
Impressions: 1,113,364
Profile visits: 29,155 
Website taps: 2,482 

Instagram continues to be our main social media 
communication platform as it has the largest number of 
community members following us out of all other social 
media platforms. Our followers are mainly based in the 
UAE, followed by KSA and the MENA region at large, 
and the highest age group is 25 to 34 year olds at 47%. 



Facebook

2021 
16,713 likes
Page reach: 3,900,811
Highest content reach: 134,290 
Median reach: 4,600 
Visits: 7,169 

2022
17,302 likes 
18,175 follows 
Page reach: 2,788,827
Highest content reach: 185,683 
Median reach: 6,700
Visits: 6,104 

Facebook continues to be a meaningful and 
dynamic place for engagement with the larger 
community, and the platform is especially 
effective for content that is family-driven. 



Twitter 

2022
2,596 tweets 
4,882 followers

Engagement on Twitter is not very 
strong, but this is mainly due to the 
fluctuating status of the platform. 
However, we continue to 
communicate via Twitter especially 
newsworthy updates that is suitable 
for the audience the follows us there. 



LinkedIn  

Our LinkedIn page was established in 
September 2022, and currently has 137 
followers. Our content reach is impressively at 
1,100 impressions, and there is promising 
potential for growth on the platform 
particularly for B2B and corporate 
communications. 



Tiktok  

While we currently don’t run our 
own Tiktok page, we are aware of 
our presence on the platform via 
our previous hashtag #421 and 
User Generated Content. We are 
currently working to begin running 
paid ads and sponsored 
campaigns on the platform to 
continue to gain momentum and 
raise awareness of our programs. 
There are 49,800 views 
associated with our hashtag. 



Notable social media coverage 2021-22 
Screenshots of social media coverage of our work by 
press, journalists, the media and cultural influencers are 
included here. 



Social media and digital coverage 



Social media and digital coverage 



Social media and digital coverage 



Social media and digital coverage 



Social media and digital coverage 



Branding 



421 Rebrand campaign  
In 2022, we updated our brand from 421 to 421. The rebrand coincided 
with our seventh anniversary and came at a time when the team felt that 
our brand required an update to continue being relevant and to reflect the 
growth and evolution of our space. 

We’ve swapped out our well known ‘421’ logo for a new 421 logo with six 
variations that embrace our experimental and playful nature. The six 
variants can be used interchangeably, reflecting our purpose as a platform 
that strives to be more accessible, inclusive and adaptable year after year.

This new visual identity represents our mission to support the region’s 
emerging artists and creative practitioners, as well as our dedication to 
bringing communities together for lifelong learning, cultural exchange and 
knowledge production.

OLD LOGO 

NEW LOGO 



421 Rebrand campaign  
The campaign, which took place in November 2022, included a full rollout 
of the new logo and brand guidelines across our social media channels, 
website, and newsletter, as well as a physical update in-space. 

The campaign included 

● A media alert sent to 421 media database 
● A social media campaign that rolled out across 3 days online
● An animated video dedicated to unveiling the new logo 
● A letter titled ‘introducing 421’ sent to the 421 community 
● A cosmetic uplift of the 421 website with a domain change from 

421.com to 421.online 
● Updating all previously named 421 assets to 421 across all digital 

platforms 
● An update to our logo in space 



Social media campaign    



Introducing 421  



Feedback and coverage  
“So 421 is not just an arts centre, 
it's more for those who will 
become part of the arts scene 
locally. That sounds like an 
important, and indeed necessary, 
addition to the UAE arts 
ecosystem”

Dennis Jarrett, Editor-in-Chief, Magpie magazine 



Risks and mitigation



How we measure risk  
We have developed an elaborate and strategic process for managing risk over the past few years. Here is the breakdown of 
our risk management strategy: 

Comprehensive risk management strategy 
Risk management is part of our everyday work. None of our operations or programs run without the necessary precautions to 
ensure that we are protected from any potential environmental, physical, reputational, and/or contextual risks. 

Program Risk Register 
Prior to running any program or exhibition, the team at 421 conducts an internal risk assessment called the ‘risk register’. This 
is a sheet that outlines all the potential reputational, financial, and operational risks related to a program or activity. The team 
then gives each risk a score that provides us with an indication of the level of risk posed by the program. A program-specific 
mitigation plan is then adopted/set out and prepared depending on the register items. 

Crisis Management Manual 
Over the past few years, we’ve developed an internal crisis management manual that outlines a detailed strategy and 
approach for various potential operational, financial, and reputational risks. This manual is circulated internally and all 
departments within 421 are familiar with the crisis management process. 

Comprehensive Media Training 
In addition to the crisis  management manual, all members of the 421 team receive regular media training that includes a 
strategies, answers and write up on how to navigate sensitive and/or contentious questions that might be posed by the media 
to the team during public events, media visits, and other situations where the media is heavily present. Our crisis control plan 
is set before programs are run or delivered. 



421 Risk Register 
We have included here a general risk register assessment, which outlines the risks involved with our 
day-to-day operations as a cultural institution. The items included in this register are both applicable 
to our geographical location and specific to our industry operations. 

This assessment includes environmental, physical, intellectual, contextual, community, and 
content-related risks. Included in the register is a damage scale that indicates the level of impact 
these risks have on our finances, operations and reputation. In the right hand column is a breakdown 
of our mitigation strategies that we currently use and have set up as part of our work. 
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2023 plans



Community Building Capability Building IP/Content Creation

Our public program will continue to develop 
its methodology to offer more opportunities 
for the general public and the culturally 
curious to increase their comfort and 
ownership of the uae cultural  spaces. This 
includes increasing our outreach in the 
research phase as well as in the marketing  
phase to include more specific and 
self-organized communities, such as Abu 
Dhabi residential communities, various 
corporate or government employee 
communities.

The program will include the second 
iteration of our performance symposium, in 
partnership with Alserkal Art Foundation and 
NYU Abu Dhabi, our creative markets, artist 
interventions, and a full schedule of talks, 
workshops, and readings. 

Our capacity building programs build 
significantly on our learning from the last 
two years. Our selection process ensures 
more inclusive and equitable opportunities, 
and our open-calls will go live 
simultaneously with a free-of-charge 
application-writing course. The timelines 
of our long term development programs 
have been restructured to allow for more 
thoughtful outcomes and for results with 
more impact on each participant’s career. 

Our Gallery 1 will continue to host 
commissioned solo exhibitions from our 
ADEP participants. Our research grant and 
residency programs have a more detailed 
structure for a publishable outcome. Our two 
major group exhibitions will be 
commissioned exhibitions as a result of our 
previous CEEP programs, and both will 
coincide with the publication of two fully 
commissioned publication. 

Our online archive will increase with the 
publishing of two commissioned digital 
anthologies and 6 episode of an 
Arabic-language podcast highlighting the 
UAE creative scene. 
This will be celebrated alongside the launch 
of an updated 421 website.

Future Plans for 2023


